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the  proposal
Emergency structures are expensive. They don’t reach disaster sites in an adequate time-frame - for most disas-
ters come without a warning. What if there was a way to send a ‘how-to’ system that could work for certain cli-
mates? What if we could invent a sort of framework that utilizes natural resources native to the land to build these 
structures? Could there be a social benefit with the empowerment and reinvigoration of the ‘self-help’ aspect of 
bouncing back from a disaster? Will we find an economic benefit by designing with local and abundant materials?
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EMERGENCY HOMES // 
IS DESIGN A NECESSITY OR A LUXURY?
“We need real care, not awareness.”
Claim: Of the things we as human beings have a ‘right’ to--air, water, food-- shelter seems to 
be the last component that is compromised, in the history of disaster relief. In fact at least 
three million Western Europeans are homeless each winter, 700,000 people on any given 
night are without shelter, while another 600 million urban dwellers and 1 billion people 
in rural areas live in overcrowded and poor-quality housing--slums, railway platforms, old 
buses, (McGranahan). These statistics are vacuous from immediate disasters, like the most 
recent Caribbean disaster: Hurricane that displaced hundreds of thousands of people.
“Designers cannot just stand by and watch as the refugee crisis unfolds”, and although ar-
chitects and designers can’t save the world, through design, we can alleviate consequences 
of scarcity. It’s not about creating a structure that will withstand the ends of time or endure 
the most extreme climate, it’s about how to respond in an emergency with the most geo-
graphically intelligent prototype that utilizes the utmost importance of on site materials so 
the bare minimum of an instruction manual or few key tools to offset distribution obsta-
cles. This thesis is aimed to design for the 99 in disaster relief.
Right: A local woman building a shelter with an emergency housing kit piloted in South and North Darfur states in 2014 .
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CASE STUDIES  // 
             EMERGENCY RESPONSE STRUCTURES
Paper Log Houses // Kobe, Japan, 1995
Sandbags as foundation, thick paper tubes as walls,
waterproof sponge tabe as insulation in between
paper tubes. Each 52 sq. m. unit is <$2,000.
-
Shigeru Ban // ArchDaily
Paper Log Houses // Turkey
-
Shigeru Ban // ArchDaily
Paper Emergency Shelters for UNHCR //
Byumba Refugee Camp, Rwanda, 1999
Low-cost alternative to trees being cut down from the
critical deforestation. Prototype shelters were durable,
cost-ecient, easily assembled, and kept termites out.
-
Shigeru Ban // ArchDaily
Hualin Temporary Elementary School // 
Chengdu, China, 2008
-
Shigeru Ban // ArchDaily 
New Gourna Village
// Luxor (ancient Thebes), Egypt, 1945
Use of clay and local materials created dynamic  com-
munity “empowering the poor through participation
in design and building processes.
-
Hasan Fathy // World Monuments Fund
Prototype Low Cost House
// Galadimawa, FCT, Nigeria 2014
Rammed Earth construction technique.
-
Isona Shibata
New Gourna Village // Gaza City, Israel, 2010
Cement and building materials are not available in the
city because of political and military control, so as a
solution, mud bricks create low-cost, sturdy homes.
-
UNRWA // IRIN News
Adobe Brick Construction
// Milyanfan, Kyrgyzstan 2007
Rammed Earth construction technique.
-
 Vladimir Menkov
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the  strategies
This thesis aims to find a medium between a framework that allows for a quick dispatch of a structure that 
can emulate these programs and a comprehensible system that can be accomplished by the average citizen 
without an architecture background. This will be achieved through the usage of local materials to offset con-
struction material cost and weight distribution, as well as empowering locals to build a creation of their own.
With the juxtaposition of enduring destruction, I propose a methodology of rebuilding and rehabilitation.
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AIMS  // 
     AN IDEAL HOUSEHOLD
Living spaces that I find 
successful have areas 
dedicated enhance a 
certain quality of living.
   
These spaces can in-
clude some or all of 
these programs.
learn sleep eat cook meet play/make share
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To the left, we analyze the idea of relief 
structures explode outwards in terms 
of relatable components subject to ex-
ploration, as well as implode inwards to 
identify certain interconnections that 
could point to new discoveries of the 
detailed framework of relief structures 
and emergency housing.
The topic of relief structures is broken 
down into four main components: hous-
ing, resources, labor, and a community. 
Those sectors are further broken down. 
For example, housing is denominated 
down to emergency housing, transi-
tional housing, permanent housing, 
and homeless housing.
By imploding sectors back into the mind 
map, we can see the inner connections 
that start to manifest across multiple 
disciplines. 
EX+IMPLOSION // 
           COMPONENTS OF RELIEF STRUCTURES
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systematically employ orientiation eciencies to accomodate 
directions of the elements (sun, wind, rain, snow)
question // how can we create easily navigated 
homes that still are spaced far enough for privacy, 
but close enough to avoid urban sprawl?
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IDEAS ON  // 
INFRASTRUCTURE
21
common areas work as social space and meeting space,
overlapped as circulation
question // how can we redene the courtyard 
space that helps to support the
notion of community?
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IDEAS ON  // 
CIRCULATION
23
implement variety to create complex spaces with dierent 
applications of simple forms in repitition
question // how can we create variety with 
repetition, for the sake of low-cost, 
low-waste pre-fab?
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IDEAS ON  // 
FLEXIBILE ORIENTATION
25
challenge the reference point of a ground plane to enrich the 
possibility for spatial reorganization and increase of light and air
question // how can we reinvent the organization of homes? 
Can we benet from an alternate way of horizontal
or vertical aggregation?
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IDEAS ON  // 
AGGREGATION
27
incorporate greenery devoid of pure aesthetics, but 
function as well. aquaponics, gardens, and greenhouses 
will ensure a year-round harvest
question // how can we sustainably consume and produce 
food in a way that supplements the community
with social team-building?
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(EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION + SIMPLE ASSEMBLY)
x
(SPECIALIZED MATERIALS + LOCAL MATERIALS + TOOLS)
x
(LABOR)
______________________________________________
=  READILY AVAILABLE SHELTER
OBJECTIVES
low cost
compact
design
quick
dispatch
local
materials
comprehensible
framework
local assembly
by residents
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES  // 
                  THESIS METHODOLOGY
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32
the  history
A deeper look into the systems that revolve around relief structures over the past century. Events will be categorized 
into social, political, and natural disasters, while the different methods of emergency response across the world will 
be analyzed.
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TIMELINE // 
      HUMANITARIAN DESIGN OVER THE LAST CENTURY
19
10
19
00
Demountable Wooden House // France
American Friends Service Committee
Built by volunteers to house World War I
refugees. Wach “demountable” wooden
house had two rooms.
-
American Friends Service Committee
1911
1914
1917
1918
1906
The Great Earthquake // San Francisco, California, USA
Considered the biggest natural disaster in American 
History. San Francisco implemented safer building codes
and designed a more reliable water-supply system.
Imediate implementation of post disaster shelter eorts.
-
Kenneth Maxwell
disastersocial emergency structures innovations housing prefabpoliticstime duration prototype design
Triangle Shirtwaist Company Fire
// New York, NY, USA
Fire in garment factory killed 146 workers,
the majority women. Public outcry led to
implementation of re safety codes.
-
Kate Stohr
World War I
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1923
1926
1927
Kanto Earthquake and Fire // Tokyo and Yokohama, Japan
200,000 dead, 370,000 buildings destroyed. Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
“earthquake-proof” Imperial Hotel (1916-22) is one of the few
structures left standing.
-
Cameron Sinclair
Mississippi River Flood// Lower Mississippi Region, USA
The lower Mississippi River ooded and inundated 27,000 square
miles, shattering levee systems from Illinois to the Gulf of Mexico.
-
Kate Stohr
“The balance of society
comes down to a question of
building. We conclude with
these justiable alternatives:
Architecture or Revolution.
Revolution can be 
avoided.”
-
Le Corbusier, Vers une Architecture, 1923
TIMELINE // 
      HUMANITARIAN DESIGN OVER THE LAST CENTURY
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30
19
020
disastersocial emergency structures innovations housing prefabpolitics prototype design
1931
1932
1934
1937
1938
1939
Durham Portable House // USA
Mimicked the style of a conventional home, as a mobile
house. It transported in two parts and assembled on site.
-
M.R. Doberham and John W. Davis
Slab apartment blocks on the Wannsee shore
// Berlin, Germany
Gropius, along with Marcel Breuer, is credited with
designing the rst slab apartment block. This prototype
of a building type became the model for many future
aordable-housing projects.
-
Walter Gropius
National Housing Act of 1934
USA
“Architecture is a process of giving
form and pattern to the social life
of the community. Building
is a collective action.”
-
Hannes Meyer, director of Bauhaus, 1928-1930
Housing Act of 1937
USA
time duration
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50
19
040
disastersocial emergency structures innovations housing prefabpolitics prototype designtime duration
1941
1945
1947
1949
1952
1958
Dymaxion Deployment Unit // US military bases overseas
Butler Manufacturing’s units provided emergency accomodation
for troops during various locations during World War II.
-
R. Buckminster Fuller; Buckminster Fuller Institute
Houses for Britain // USA
US Federal Public Housing
Authority ships 30,000 prefab
temporary emergency family
dwellings to Britain under lend-
lease. Plumbing and xtures
were shipped with structures.
- 
Library of Congress
World War II
Milions are displaced.
Emergency housing is 
still being constructed
after D-Day.Transportable Primitive Shelter
// Helsinski, Finland
Movable temporary shelters are
designed to house war refugees.
-
Aalvar Aalto
Geodesic Dome
// Asheville, North Carolina, USA
R. Buckminster Fuller invents the 
rst iteration of the geodesic dome.
-
Buckminster Fuller Institute
Storm Floods // North Sea, northern Europe
100-mph winds cause large waves to crash into coastal Britain, Holland,
and Belgium. At least 1,800 people die from ooding. This disaster 
prompted the creation of the national Storm Tide Forecasting Service,
and the Thames Barrier - the world’s largest movable ood barrier.
-
Kate Stohr
Marshall Plan // Europe
The United States commits $12 billion to the reconstruction of Europe.
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1961
1964
1972
1976
The Death and Life of Great American Cities
Jacobs critiques planning policy in the ‘50s, causing the decline of
the successful organic neighborhoods and what made cities “great.”
-
Jane Jacobs
Architecture Without Architects
The exhibition/publication celebrate
the beauty of vernacular architecture,
which led to a renewed appreciation
for traditional arts.
-
Bernard Rudofsky
R. Buckminster Fuller’s developing invention
of geodesic domes and other forward-looking
ideas is showcased on the cover of Time.
-
Time Inc.
Earthquake // Guatemala
Earthquake kills and injures 100,000 people.
Housing “pictographs” designed by Fred Cuny 
to educate Guatemalans in safer building tech-
niques.  Attested that graphic design and dist-
ribution of information was crucial for future 
prevention.
-
Fred Cuny; Oxfam; World Neighbors
United Nations Conference on 
Human Settlements (Habitat)
// Vancouver, Canada
UN-HABITAT is formed in pursuit of a more sustainable
urban future with social and community work, through
the medium of architecture.
Polyurethane Igloo // Masaya, Nicaragua
Experimental dome structures provide emergency 
housing  after three consecutive earthquakes. Over 
20,000 people died, with a quarter million homeless. 
Each dome was  907 sq. ft. with two bed/two bath.
-
Oxfam
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1984
1985
1987
1989
1993
1994
“Everybody wants the same thing,
rich or poor...not only a warm, dry
room, but a shelter for the soul.”
-
Samuel Mockbee, architect
Nemausus I & II //
Nimes, France
Nouvel designs 114 units of sub-
sidized low-cost housing that
demonstrates an industrial
aesthetic - completed in 1994.
-
Ateliers Jean Nouvel
Rural Studio // Newburm, Alabama, USA
Samuel Mockbee founded the Rural Studio at Auburn
University. The studio is known for community work 
and for their strong “ethos of recycling, reusing and
remaking” through the “the benet of good design.”
-
Auburn University
Famine // Ethiopia
Drought and political disaster lead to food shortages.
Around 1 million people died from the famine. Primarily
spans from 1984-1985.
Rwandan Genocide
// Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania
Interahamwe Hutu extremists kill 500-800,000
Rwandans in around three months. Two million 
refugees ee country, with 80,000 people dying 
from disease outbreak in refugee camps.
-
EndGenocide
Mississippi River Flood // Midwestern United States
American Red Cross spends $44 million to help families recover. FEMA 
creates initiative to buy or relocate properties to prevent future ood losses.
-
American Red Cross
Aranya Community Housing // Indore, India
Balkrishna Doshi designed a master plan and model 
homes for an innovative mixed-income, self-help 
development. Homes, which include balconies and 
look onto shared courtyards are grouped in clusters 
of ten along a central axis. Septic tanks provided for 
groups of 20 homes, with electricity and water
throughout the community of 60,000.
-
Balkrishna Doshi // Vastu Shilpa Foundation
19
90
19
080
disastersocial emergency structures innovations housing prefabpolitics prototype designtime duration
TIMELINE // 
      HUMANITARIAN DESIGN OVER THE LAST CENTURY
“The main dierence between success
and failure is the degree to which poor
people themselves are involved in
determining the quality and quantity
of the services they receive.”
-
World Development Report, World Bank, 2004
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2001
2005
2016
Hurricane Katrina // Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, USA
The storm and ooding of New
Orleans killed about 1,325 people,
more than a million people are
displaced from the area. Emergency
ocials bring in 50,000 mobile homes,
but it’s still not enough for demand.
-
History // A+E Networks
Operation Restore Order // Zimbabwe
President Mugabe orders illegal structures to be torn down throughout 
the country. About 600,000 people are homeless after the slum-teardown. 
UN-HABITAT condemns slum-clearance program as unjustied.
-
UN-HABITAT
Earthquake // Italy
Renzo Piano called for national 
action plan for recovery after the 
destruction of many historical 
buildings, killing 300, while 
displacing 3,000 people. Wooden 
“chalet-style” huts were used.
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Hurricane Matthew // Caribbean Islands
Over 1.4 million people are displaced, with rising concern about
cholera and outbreak of contamination. Over 300,000 people 
are in temporary shelters, with Haiti suering the most, still 
recovering from the 2010 earthquake. 
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Earthquake Reconstruction // Ludiya, Gujurat, India
Balkrishna Doshi’s foundation approached the recon-
struction using his project in the Aranya Community 
Housing as a precedent.
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the site
The recent calamity of Hurricane Matthew in 2016 has devastated much of the Caribbean Islands. One of which has 
been chosen as the site of this Thesis’ intervention. Guadeloupe of French Territory will prove to be a very interesting, 
yet common terrain and climate for many innovative frameworks to come.
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                     -
                                             Ivan Illich
                                               To Hell with Good Intentions
“You will not help anybody by 
your good intentions.”
It is only
by truly
understanding
the ‘helped’
can you even 
begin to create 
a positive difference.
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SITE //
 GUADELOUPE
AREA: 1,630 km² (629 sq mi)
TERRAIN: Basse-Terre is volcanic in origin with
 interior mountains (west side)
 Grande-Terre is low limestone formation; 
 most of the seven other islands are volcanic 
 in origin (east side)
POPULATION: 403,000 (2014)
ETHNIC GROUPS: black or mulatto 90%, 
 white 5%, East Indian, Lebanese, 
 Chinese less than 5%
CLIMATE: Subtropical with trade winds 
 (frequent rain); moderately high 
 humidity; many mosquitoes.
NATURAL RESOURCES: Cultivable land, 
 beaches that foster tourism.
AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS: Bananas, 
 sugarcane, tropical fruits and 
 vegetables; cattle, pigs, goats.
INDUSTRIES: Construction, cement, 
 rum, sugar, tourism.
 [ FRENCH TERRITORY ]
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Mount Soufriere on Basse-Terre //
This is an active volcano on the west side of Guadeloupe on Basse-Terre. Al-
though the last eruption was in the mid 1970s, there is still risk for residents on 
the island, should another eruption occur. It is around a mile high and is sur-
rounded by a generous collection of lush rainforests, giant waterfalls, diverse 
species of wildlife, as well as vast fields and plantations of cane and rum. The 
volcano was created over a large base of volcanic rocks of the Pliocene variety.
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Below are site maps of how natural disaster aects a certain
area.  Here is a study on Sainte-Anne, a prominent tourist area 
also inhabited by many local residents that is exposed to
frequent potential damage throughout the year.
Sainte-Anne:
Area: 31 sq mi
Population: 25,100
Density: ~ 810/sq mi
# of People Flooded in
        Sainte-Anne: 22,859
 
Basse-Terre - 11,472
Bouillante - 7,540
Capesterre - 19,821
Gourbeyre - 8,571
Grand-Bourg - 5,867
Grande Anse - 1,716
Le Gosier - 28,698
Petit-Bourg - 24,994
Saint-Francois - 12,732
Sainte-Rose - 20,192
Terre-de-Bas - 1,314
Trois-Rivieres - 8,812
# of People Flooded in
        Guadeloupe: 174,588
evacuation %
in a hurricane
65%
35%
people who evacuated
people who didn’t evacuate
population age
distribution
22%
29%
35%
14%
<19
20-39
40-64
>65
City Center (Pointe-à-Pitre)
Medium Port
Small Port  
Sugar Cane Distillers/Factories
Sugar Cane Crops
average
rainfall / yr
37 in
(939 mm)
guadeloupe syracuse
79 in
(2007 mm)
 = 5 inches
dry season
(december to may)
wet season
(june to november)
SAINTE ANNE  // 
               DISASTER TYPE AND EVACUATION
The following pages are site maps of how n tural disaster affects a certain 
area of Guadeloupe. Here is a study on Sainte-Anne, a prominent tourist 
area also inhabited by many locals. This area is exposed to frequent potential 
damage throughout the year.
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Area accessibility/dispatch: <30 min Area accessibility/dispatch: <60 min
Direct Path from City Center
Main Roads
Secondary Roads
School
Stadium
Community Center
15 min
40 min
70 min100 m
in
430 ft
280 ft
160 ft
60 ft
0 ft
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SAINTE ANNE  // 
               DISASTER TYPE AND EVACUATION
CYCLONES FLOOD
2 mi
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SAINTE ANNE  // 
               DISASTER TYPE AND EVACUATION
LANDSLIDESSOIL LIQUEFACTION
2 mi
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SAINTE ANNE  // 
               DISASTER TYPE AND EVACUATION
COMPOSITE MAP OF AFFECTED AREASDANGEROUS FAULT ZONES
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Plage des Raisins Clairs //
The local greenery around and along the beach was preserved 
and supplemented with architectural enhancements. Instead 
of clearing the site of the native trees, their structural stability 
was utilized as a column for small shacks that acted as a place 
of exchange for food and goods, or simply as a rain shelter.
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1 // High pitched roofs
 + cooler and more comfortable space 
     (heat rises, cool air sinks)
2 // Air ow
 + humid climates requires ample air ow
     and cross ventilation (screens and lattices)
3 // Shaded porch
 + house is recessed under shade in a 
     cooler environment
4 // Little to no ornamentation
 + functionalist architecture
 + single story
5 // Lifted house
 + houses nearby water are usually
     lifted for ood precautions
2.
1.
3.
4.
5.
LOCAL VERNACULAR  // 
            IDENTIFICATION
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Growth of the cane - best in humid, temperate climates, with
pleny of access to sunshine. Sugar cane takes about 12 months
to reach maturity.
Harvest takes place between June and December when rainfall
is less frequent and the plant's sugar content is at its highest.
Rubber Trees require a tropical or subtropical climate with
a minimum of about 1,200 mm per year of rainfall, and no frost.
Trees are tapped for latex (rubber tapping), but usually decline in 
production quality after 30 years. After cutting down the trees,
the timber can be used for construction or furniture making.
SUGAR
CANE
RUBBER
TREES
Trees with broad, at leaves as opposed to coniferous or needled
trees. Wood hardness varies among the hardwood species, and 
some are actually softer than some softwoods.
For example, chestnut and mahogany are prominent species. 
The manchineel tree can be found on coastal beaches and in 
brackish swamps where it grows among mangroves. It provides 
excellent natural windbreaks and its roots stabilize the sand, thus 
helping to prevent beach erosion. The fruit this tree bears is 
poisonous.
HARDWOOD
TREES
MANCHINEEL
TREES
RESOURCES // 
   READILY AVAILABLE LOCAL MATERIALS
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Some varieties of the ceiba tree are characterized by spines or
conical thorns. The trunk can expand to nine or 10 feet in diameter.
Its wood is lightweight and porous; good for making carvings,
cons and dugout canoes. The silky bers that disperse the seeds
are too small for weaving but make great stung for bedding and
life preservers. Soaps can be made from the oils in the seeds. Other
parts of the giant tree are used as medicines.
KAPOK
TREES
Ferns in the Caribbean are virtually found in any habitat owering
plants are found. They are exible plants that generally do not 
require a strict feed of water or sunlight.
Fern leaves are typically compound and bear sporangia in clusters
termed sori, which come in all shapes, sizes and locations. They 
may appear as dots, dashes or lines on the leaf blade. 
FERNS
RESOURCES // 
   READILY AVAILABLE LOCAL MATERIALS
Palm tree varieties have many benets in terms of weaving 
capabilities. They are abundant on the island, and many tropical
climates around the world as well. Palm trees specically have 
very strong leaves as demonstrated by the way the leaves fold, 
mimicking a fan.
PALM
TREES
Guadeloupe is large island with several outerlying islands with 
an overall land area of 1,630 km² (629 sq mi). The length of the 
coast is around 581 km (361 mi) - which boasts a general beach
terrain around its perimeter with opportunities to gather sand. 
SAND/
EARTH
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Sugarcane //
As Guadeloupe’s second most important export, sugarcane grows 
in abundance, accounting for around 20-30% of exports. Its many 
qualities that can be used for shelters is magnified in the multiple 
stages of processing from cane to sugar granules.
In it’s regular form, it can be used as a structural member. Bundled 
together and it can act as a shear wall. As a pulverized pulp, it can be 
dried and utilized as a form of insulation. This major local resource 
will play a large part in the design of these emergency structures.
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BIOPLASTICS
CO2
CAN REDUCE CO2 IN
ATMOSPHERE
CRUSHED
DRIED
PELLETIZED
COOLED
PACKED
3:1
3 TONS OF SUGAR CANE 
=
1 TON OF BAGASSE 
85%
<
LESS SPACE =
EFFICIENT STORAGE + 
SHIPPING 200oF
CAN HANDLE HIGH HEAT
3/4”-2” IN DIAMETER
6’-7”-19’-8” TALL
ABOUT 3LBS PER STALK
BAGASSE
IS THE PULP OF
SUGAR CANE
PAPER
PRESSED
BAGASSE
BOARD
JUICE
11%
SUGAR
3
HARVESTS/YEAR
BAGASSE IS PELLETIZED
WATER RESISTANT
FUEL, HEAT RESOURCE,
ANIMAL FEED, BEDDING
$
RENEWABLE
100%
SUGARCANE  // 
          PROCESSING
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the framework
The recent calamity of Hurricane Matthew in 2016 has devastated much of the Caribbean Islands. One of which has 
been chosen as the site of this Thesis’ intervention. Guadeloupe of French Territory will prove to be a very interesting, 
yet common terrain and climate for many innovative frameworks to come.
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formwork mold
 sturdy structure
 local materials
 few tools required
 better sealed structure
 can mix small amts
  of concrete
 
‘concrete’ mixed
with sand/silt/clay
poured over formwork
 
dirt, mud, or earth
formed as a ‘mold’
cement dries and sets,
takes shape of formwork
dirt is removed/
dug out
- =
shell/dome shelteralternative:
inatable dome/mold
FRAMEWORK  // 
           SUBTRACTIVE METHODS
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joint // connector
 stick structure
 exible congurations
 curved shapes
 bundled sticks
 bamboo
mold // build
 modular unit
 expansion
 custom structures
 requires slurry or  ‘rebar’
 few tools required
 local materials
 
gra
ss/l
eav
es
sto
nes
/sa
nd
ram
me
d e
art
h
barrier // inll wall
 privacy
 warmth
 insulation
 sturdy
 little to no tools
 local materials
dirt
/so
il/c
lay
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Did you know...
Guadeloupe can generate around 274,000 tons of waste per year with only about
18% (or 49,320 tons) making up plastic bottle/PET recycling. It costs the island around
170€ to recycle 1 ton of plastic through their “bring-site” system which represents the 
payouts to people turning plastic in, as well as the additional 200km distance travelled 
to a warehouse for sortment.
But what if instead of people redeeming money for recyling, the government employs
residents to ll bring-sites as reserves for relief housing material to help the 26.2% un- 
employment rate? The money the government would save from distributing to every 
aected area during every hurricane to build these shelters would be far more costly
than the recycle and deposit system, not to mention the increased disaster response 
time - a lose-lose. During the dry seasons people can make money, during the wet 
seasons, the strategically placed bring-sites act as suppliers for residents in need of 
building material. This creates a small ecosystem of supply - a win-win. 
 
unemployment rate:
26.2%
of population
Currently...
bring-site
49,320 tons
of plastic
�n�
�n�
���
403,000
people
+
274,000
tons of waste/yr
*including commercial waste
1.4
tons/
person/
yr*
=
1
2
3
4
18%
 payout + shipment
to recycling center
 200 km
 200 km
170
/ton
hurricane
season +
6 mo
1.4
tons of 
trash/
person/yr*
FRAMEWORK  // 
       UPCYCLE PROPOSAL
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reuse // recycle
 natural resources
 local materials
 stick structure
 tension structures
 repurposing
 little to no tools
plan view step 1 step 2 step 3
triangular concept
cluster in plan
Assemble sugar cane in
a triangular formation.
Create ties using the
plastic bottle string.
Simple triangular form
that can be duplicated
and easily prototyped.
Use heat gun to shrink
bottlearound the sugar
cane intersection. This 
will form a secure wrap 
around the sugar cane.
Attach the top part of the 
bottle to the top of the 
sugar cane as a main joint. 
Place plastic wrap/tarp on 
bottle and screw cap on top.
Plastic “string” from water bottles reduce 
waste as well as utilize a common material 
that is cheap and easy to attain. One device
using washers, a blade, and nuts will be able
to cut as many bottles into string as needed.
VARIATION 1 VARIATION 2 VARIATION 3
FRAMEWORK  // 
           UPCYCLE MODEL
Tansegrity pods can serve as inter-
esting small-scale shelters because 
they require simple parts and are 
easy to assemble and recycle at the 
end of use.
The tension model allows for the 
heaviness of sugarcane to leverage 
itself into a sturdy temporary struc-
ture.
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buddhist architecture // techniques
 lattice/joint/notch work
 ‘duogong’ technique
 sturdy/reliable
 non-adhesive
 little to no hardware
non-adhesive methods
 knotting
 notching
 strong/reliable
 exible congurations
 little to no hardware
 
FRAMEWORK  // 
           JOINERY METHODS
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FRAMEWORK  // 
       SUGARCANE JOINERY
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weaving techniques
     palm leaves
bundles/binding
     sticks, sugar cane
little to no tools
stick frame
flexible design
notching/knotting
base as water barrels
     elevated
     recycle
     otation
FRAMEWORK  // 
       CLADDING STUDIES
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the scenario
By staging a typical scenario, we can start to observe just how this prototype design can be implemented into the 
site. The scenario aims to deal with real time implications of a natural disaster and how local residents deal with the 
situation in the beginning, duration, and aftermath.
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SCENARIO  // 
          ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM
PROBLEM
Older housing types in Guadeloupe cannot withstand 
hurricanes - with Hurricane Matthew being the latest 
disaster.  These disasters leave hundreds to thousands 
of people without safe, sturdy homes and leaves
residents feeling debted.
INSPIRATION
Shigeru Ban designed a low-tech method of 
building refugee shelters. Originally sending 
aluminum tubes to the site as the main struct-
ural member, the  locals saw prot by selling 
the aluminum and cutting down trees in the 
area, furthering the deforestation at the site. 
To combat this, Shigeru Ban proposed paper 
tubes: inexpensive, readily available, sturdy, 
and easy for the local residents to build with, 
giving the community a sense of empower-
ment and involvement.
CLIENT
This project will be in partnership with the local government,
allowing the most informed entity of the area to dispatch
these designs to aected areas. The government will also aid
in linking sugar cane manufacturers to provide supplies and 
local transport to residents in exchange for tax breaks.
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SCENARIO  // 
          EXAMPLE TIMELINE
STAGE 1 - HURRICANE STAGE 2 - CRISISHEAVY RAINFALL REMEDIATION
But what about methods for help now?
Heavy rainfall, or consistent 
and persistent rainfall over 
several days brings water
levels up and loosens soil
dramatically.
Hurricane season (typically June 
1- November 30) brings about 
frequent hurricanes that enables 
ooding and creates dangerous
obstacles on roads.
Water levels rise and homes 
and buildings are evacuated. 
Residents look for higher 
ground for immediate relief 
from the resulting ooding.
Roads are starting to clear, which
enables the distribution of materials 
and goods to aected areas. The main 
supplies are prioritized: food, water, 
warmth. Shelters may be dispatched.
Caribbean Disaster Emergency
Management Agency:
-  Mostly on preemptive construction
    for disaster damage prevention.
-  The focus is on evacuation; NOT rebuilding/
   rehabilitation aspect or empowering residents.
SHELTER DISPATCH
Shelters should be dispatched by this 
day - giving residents ability to rebuild 
temporary homes to occupy before the
aected areas are cleared and safe to 
navigate through.
SHELTER COMPLETION
Materials should all be available 
and ready to be built with. Most 
shelters should be built by this 
day. Each structure shouldn’t take 
more than a half day to build - 
from collection of materials to 
the built form.
STRUCTURE  UPCYCLE 
The structure should still be stable, however, the roong and 
potentially the siding may need patchwork given the organic 
material make-up. Tarp will last for another half year at least. 
The joints will last indenitely since the plastic from the bottle 
caps protect the connections.
Why temporary?
The main focus is speed of dispatch and the 
low cost. Permanent housing would require 
more expensive methods and materials, thus 
not able to help as many people, or as quickly 
a temporary shelter could. These shelters, albeit
temporary, will be withstanding and provide a 
sturdy, safe place for residents.
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STAGE 1 - HURRICANE STAGE 2 - CRISISHEAVY RAINFALL REMEDIATION
But what about methods for help now?
Heavy rainfall, or consistent 
and persistent rainfall over 
several days brings water
levels up and loosens soil
dramatically.
Hurricane season (typically June 
1- November 30) brings about 
frequent hurricanes that enables 
ooding and creates dangerous
obstacles on roads.
Water levels rise and homes 
and buildings are evacuated. 
Residents look for higher 
ground for immediate relief 
from the resulting ooding.
Roads are starting to clear, which
enables the distribution of materials 
and goods to aected areas. The main 
supplies are prioritized: food, water, 
warmth. Shelters may be dispatched.
Caribbean Disaster Emergency
Management Agency:
-  Mostly on preemptive construction
    for disaster damage prevention.
-  The focus is on evacuation; NOT rebuilding/
   rehabilitation aspect or empowering residents.
SHELTER DISPATCH
Shelters should be dispatched by this 
day - giving residents ability to rebuild 
temporary homes to occupy before the
aected areas are cleared and safe to 
navigate through.
SHELTER COMPLETION
Materials should all be available 
and ready to be built with. Most 
shelters should be built by this 
day. Each structure shouldn’t take 
more than a half day to build - 
from collection of materials to 
the built form.
STRUCTURE  UPCYCLE 
The structure should still be stable, however, the roong and 
potentially the siding may need patchwork given the organic 
material make-up. Tarp will last for another half year at least. 
The joints will last indenitely since the plastic from the bottle 
caps protect the connections.
Why temporary?
The main focus is speed of dispatch and the 
low cost. Permanent housing would require 
more expensive methods and materials, thus 
not able to help as many people, or as quickly 
a temporary shelter could. These shelters, albeit
temporary, will be withstanding and provide a 
sturdy, safe place for residents.
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the prototypes
The design of the prototype will be informed by the studied frameworks and the core objectives of low cost, com-
pact design,  quick dispatch, local materials, comprehensible framework, and local assembly by residents. These 
objectives are also grounded by the upcycle factor of the recycled materials used within the design.
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PROTOTYPE  // 
    & MATERIALS
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a.
50 ft2
total: 100ft2
x 2 people
Suitable for couples,  small 
families with young children
10 ft
10 ft
a.
2.
1.
3.
10 ft
10 ft
10 ft
x 6
x 10
x 9 x 80~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
342 ft2
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a.
50 ft2
total: 100ft2
x 2 people
Suitable for couples,  small 
families with young children
10 ft
10 ft
a.
2.
1.
3.
10 ft
10 ft
10 ft
x 6
x 10
x 9 x 80~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
342 ft2
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b.
10 ft10 ft
10 ft
total: 200ft2
67 ft2
x 3 people
Suitable for single
users, small families
x 14
x 26
x 32 x 160~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
800 ft2
b.
4.2.
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b.
10 ft10 ft
10 ft
total: 200ft2
67 ft2
x 3 people
Suitable for single
users, small families
x 14
x 26
x 32 x 160~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
800 ft2
b.
4.2.
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c.4.
2.
2.
5.
5.
c.
total: 300ft2
60 ft2
x 5 people
Suitable for large families, two 
small families, single users
x 16
x 32
x 48 x 240~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
1,100 ft2
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c.4.
2.
2.
5.
5.
c.
total: 300ft2
60 ft2
x 5 people
Suitable for large families, two 
small families, single users
x 16
x 32
x 48 x 240~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
1,100 ft2
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total: 400ft2
67 ft2
x 6 people
Suitable for large families, two 
small families, single users
x 22
x 36
x 48 x 320~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
1,283 ft2
d.
d.
4.
3.
1.
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total: 400ft2
67 ft2
x 6 people
Suitable for large families, two 
small families, single users
x 22
x 36
x 48 x 320~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
1,283 ft2
d.
d.
4.
3.
1.
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total: 600ft2
67 ft2
x 9 people
Suitable for extended family,
multiple families, single users
x 32
x 60
x 132 x 480~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
5,231 ft2
e.
f.
e.
f.4.
6.
6.
6.
2.
1.
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total: 600ft2
67 ft2
x 9 people
Suitable for extended family,
multiple families, single users
x 32
x 60
x 132 x 480~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
5,231 ft2
e.
f.
e.
f.4.
6.
6.
6.
2.
1.
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total: 1000ft2
59 ft2
x 18 people
Suitable for multiple families,
extended family, community 
groups, single users
x 40
x 72
x 90 x 800~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
2,882 ft2
g.
h.
2.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
4.
4.
4.
1.
shaded area
shared
courtyard
g.
h.
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total: 1000ft2
59 ft2
x 18 people
Suitable for multiple families,
extended family, community 
groups, single users
x 40
x 72
x 90 x 800~10-12’
structure
bottle-cap
fastener 
plastic
rope
building
team
ooring
10’
siding/roong
2,882 ft2
g.
h.
2.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
4.
4.
4.
1.
shaded area
shared
courtyard
g.
h.
EVACUATION SAFEHOUSE  // 
                                 SCHOOL
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Example safehouse school for evacuations - possible organization of emergency structures.
x 7 14
people
21
people
25
people
30
people
90
people
72
people
x 7
x 5
x 5
x 10
x 4
PAVEMENT: 37,500 ft2  (252 people)
EXISTING 2-FLOOR BUILDING: 32,824 ft2  (220-250 people)
TOTAL ACCOMODATED: 472-502 people
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Example safehouse school for evacuations - possible organization of emergency structures.
x 7 14
people
21
people
25
people
30
people
90
people
72
people
x 7
x 5
x 5
x 10
x 4
PAVEMENT: 37,500 ft2  (252 people)
EXISTING 2-FLOOR BUILDING: 32,824 ft2  (220-250 people)
TOTAL ACCOMODATED: 472-502 people
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the details
The details of the prototype are just as important as the volumetric design. These joints will dictate the success of 
the structure, as well as reinforce the upcycle model of utilizing recycled materials. These details aim to demon-
strate a low-tech solution to emergency relief structures.
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CONNECTIONS  // 
                  JOINT DETAILS
2.
sugar cane post
below grade (~6”)
bundled sugar cane
with plastic rope
optional compacted
sod to ll 
plastic rope 45o weave
slit in sugar cane
anchor for plastic rope
cola
1. gure-8 knotting
bottle cap fastener
bioplastic membrane
bioplastic membrane
insulation / bagasse
refer to g. 6a
bottle cap fastener
cladding / stick screen
fastened with
plastic rope
co
la
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2.
sugar cane post
below grade (~6”)
bundled sugar cane
with plastic rope
optional compacted
sod to ll 
plastic rope 45o weave
slit in sugar cane
anchor for plastic rope
cola
1. gure-8 knotting
bottle cap fastener
bioplastic membrane
bioplastic membrane
insulation / bagasse
refer to g. 6a
bottle cap fastener
cladding / stick screen
fastened with
plastic rope
co
la
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CONNECTIONS  // 
                  JOINT DETAILS
4. bundled sugar cane
with plastic rope
plastic rope
45o weave
sugar cane post
below grade (~6”)
gure-8 knotting
bioplastic - extend
refer to 5a
3.
bundled sugar cane
with plastic rope
sugar cane post
below grade (~6”)
bottle cap fastener
gure-8 knotting
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4. bundled sugar cane
with plastic rope
plastic rope
45o weave
sugar cane post
below grade (~6”)
gure-8 knotting
bioplastic - extend
refer to 5a
3.
bundled sugar cane
with plastic rope
sugar cane post
below grade (~6”)
bottle cap fastener
gure-8 knotting
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CONNECTIONS  // 
                  JOINT DETAILS
cola
6. bioplastic - bind 
refer to g. 4a
cladding - palm leaf
weave on top of
bioplastic membrane
botle cap fastener
gure-8 knotting
c l
cola
bioplastic membrane
bioplastic membrane
insulation / bagasse
refer to g. 6a
palm leaf lattice
plastic rope
6a.
5.
cola
bottle cap fastener
bioplastic membrane
bioplastic membrane
insulation / bagasse
refer to g. 6a
bioplastic - bind 
refer to g. 4a
gure-8 knotting
palm leaf lattice
cladding - stick screen
5a.
+
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cola
6. bioplastic - bind 
refer to g. 4a
cladding - palm leaf
weave on top of
bioplastic membrane
botle cap fastener
gure-8 knotting
c l
cola
bioplastic membrane
bioplastic membrane
insulation / bagasse
refer to g. 6a
palm leaf lattice
plastic rope
6a.
5.
cola
bottle cap fastener
bioplastic membrane
bioplastic membrane
insulation / bagasse
refer to g. 6a
bioplastic - bind 
refer to g. 4a
gure-8 knotting
palm leaf lattice
cladding - stick screen
5a.
+
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2.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
4.
4.
4.
1.
INTERIOR + EXTERIOR CLADDING  // 
                                    COLLAGE
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2.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
4.
4.
4.
1.
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